
Charting a data journey for destinations
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How can we use data to be relevant in how we engage visitors during recovery?� Data Wall

Organising data

Data Wall

Here's a little reminder...

Your data journey

Use daily

-

Primary importance

Use frequently

-

Secondary importance

Use rarely

-

Less importance

� What's in your data toolkit?

Data toolkit

Framing our data vision

The data journey

"How might we...."
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The Noun Project
Icon Template

Reminders

Strokes

Try to keep strokes at 4px

Minimum stroke weight is 2px

For thicker strokes use even 
numbers: 6px, 8px etc.

Remember to expand strokes 
before saving as an SVG 

Size

Cannot be wider or taller than 

100px (artboard size)

Scale your icon to fill as much of 
the artboard as possible

Ungroup

If your design has more than one 
shape, make sure to ungroup

Save as

Save as .SVG and make sure 
“Use Artboards” is checked

100px

.SVG

"Here's what we struggle with...."
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Destination Data Roundtable
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